As a coauthor and co-organizer of the ballot initiative to create the Citizens Independent Redistricting Commission, I’d like to comment on the role of the chairperson as the defender and arbiter of fairness.

I happen to be a Democrat, but my two original partners in this project were a Republican (Glendale Councilperson Bart Turner, then executive director of the Valley Citizens League) and an independent (the late Ann Eschinger, then Arizona president of the League of Women Voters). We took wisdom from great lawyers and jurists from both sides of the political aisle and from wise consultants, shepherded by Cheryl Kulas. Included were members of the Arizona Legislature of both parties, including the staff of the Legislative Council. Our prime intent was to improve the competitiveness of political districts in Arizona, but to do so in ways that did not simply create a new design for gerrymandering that would deprive communities of a sense of fair and natural representation and would make it harder for candidates and elected leaders to travel easily to meet with voters and constituents. Communities, after all, are different from individuals. We wanted to respect both, while leaning toward competitiveness wherever possible.

Communities and society will always be changing, so we did not define some terms that you will wish we had. What is a “community of interest,” for example? The economy, the way we communicate, the issues we care about, the connection and disconnection between where we live and what we do for a living, have all changed remarkably since we drafted the amendment. Therefore, the definitions must also change with the times. Your only compass is fairness so that, for everyone, government might feel more like something we do together, not something apart from us that we suffer.

The chair of your commission has to be a tough character and has to love democracy and the people of Arizona more than the pull and push of personal political preference.

Many Arizonans have worked hard to give you the tools you have before you today. One of the great Arizonans whose wisdom could always help guide your deliberations is not available to you this time; the great Arizona demographer and cartographer, Tony Sissons, passed from us in 2020, and we mourn his loss. He was an Arizonan before any political interest, as is his widow, Eddie.

Republicans on your commission might think the creation of the program was a Democratic party accomplishment. That is simply not the case. It is true that we recruited the amazing Jim Pederson to lead us, because we needed an executive of great skill. Jim did not do that as a Democrat, but rather as an Arizonan, and he also made a great financial contribution to the effort as time went along, even though he dearly wished the wording could better serve his party.

I thank you sincerely for the time you are donating and will donate to this important work. I hope you come out of it as great friends, which you will do if you keep Arizona and the tenant of one-person, one-vote democracy as your highest consideration.

The importance of your work cannot be overstated. The anger and breakdown in today’s politics is in no small part the result of a failure of political infrastructure. The bridges we need in order to meet with one another halfway have fallen into disrepair. Every ten years we have the opportunity to make improvements. You are here as the engineers of that opportunity, so please do rise to the moment.

Dennis Michael Burke, Phoenix
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(Dennis Michael Burke is not to be confused with Dennis K. Burke, the former US Attorney for Arizona)

Interview #1 - Robert Wilson

He has my request for the position. As I watch the interviews, I believe the other four candidates are not cognizant of the fact they work FOR the citizens of Arizona. The commission must create districts that the people of Arizona want.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date Time</th>
<th>Time Stamp</th>
<th>Interview/Comment Type</th>
<th>Support/Opinion</th>
<th>Comment/Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1/14/21 11:59:04</td>
<td>1/14/21 12:00:41</td>
<td>Interview #1 - Robert Wilson</td>
<td>In support</td>
<td>Good afternoon Commissioners. I’m writing to express my support for Robert Wilson as the Independent chair of the Arizona Redistricting Commission. I had the opportunity to work with Mr. Wilson on many issues when I was part of the Flagstaff Liberty Alliance, an organization dedicated to independent and third party involvement in politics. Over the years I have found him to be fair, balanced and independently minded. Additionally, since Mr. Wilson resides in Northern Arizona, I believe he is uniquely qualified to represent rural Arizona which is often left out of proceedings like these. Thanks so much for your time and consideration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/14/21 11:59:56</td>
<td>1/14/21 12:01:09</td>
<td>Interview #1 - Robert Wilson</td>
<td>In support</td>
<td>I want an experienced leader/facilitator chairing this commission. Rob Wilson has facilitated numerous highly technical meetings of divergent opinions for 23 years with respected, total-buy-in, well-collaborated RESULTS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/14/21 12:00:59</td>
<td>1/14/21 12:02:18</td>
<td>Interview #1 - Robert Wilson</td>
<td>In support</td>
<td>An excellent choice for this opening!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/14/21 12:02:05</td>
<td>1/14/21 12:05:34</td>
<td>General Comments</td>
<td>Other/Neutral</td>
<td>The redistricting of Arizona should be basically untouched by human hand. The technology of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) is more than capable of performing this task. Computers are obviously unbiased and if the process is based on data which has no party attachment the process would be completely unbiased.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/14/21 12:02:59</td>
<td>1/14/21 12:04:56</td>
<td>General Comments</td>
<td>Other/Neutral</td>
<td>Dr.K.L.Gibson For inclusion on the committee. Executive Session is to be used for discussion about litigation, hiring and contracts. Being briefed about how to think about hiring the independent chair would not be protected conversation. Please anticipate going forward nearly all your conversations should be public by default. It is hard to have sensitive discussion in public, but to ensure public confidence in an open and transparent process, it is required.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Elisha Dorfsmith, Maricopa
Stacy Speed, Coconino
Benjamin Foley, Coconino
David Hanke, Yavapai
Vianey De Anda, Maricopa
Kevin L. Gibson, Navajo
Linda Warren, Yavapai
Deborah Howard, Maricopa
IRC Commissioners and interested parties:

As organizations that serve a number of Arizona communities, we congratulate you on your appointment to Arizona's Independent Redistricting Commission (the IRC). Already, your critical work is beginning with the selection of the Independent Chair. We urge you to approach this important decision, and all of the responsibilities entrusted to you by the people of Arizona, with the utmost concern and not be influenced by special, partisan interests that might impede the fundamental principles of an independent redistricting process.

As you are undoubtedly aware, the Arizona Constitution requires that all IRC Commissioners uphold public confidence in the integrity of the redistricting process. It is fundamental to the integrity and public confidence in your work that you reject anyone whose personal politics will, or appear to, overwhelmingly influence their role as the chair of this commission. The Independent Chair cannot be someone whose decisions will be influenced by any of the major political parties, because they must often be the tie-breaking vote or consensus builder between those already on the commission. Our state and our future cannot afford the Independent Chair to be someone whose record demonstrates loyalty to a single political party or platform, whether through volunteerism, financial support, contracts, or employment.

In decades past, the IRC has sought public input through exhaustive hearings and statewide engagement, and in return has received valuable local perspectives from the people of Arizona on how to draw maps that best serve our state. We are concerned that civic engagement in redistricting will become a relic of the past if Arizonans see politically and partisan influenced individuals in charge of congressional and legislative mapmaking, undermining a unique and effective commission that was designed to limit the influence of partisan agendas.

This is once-in-a-decade work, and a once-in-a-lifetime moment of public service for you. The significance of who you choose for the Independent Chair will set the tone not only for the maps that are drawn this year, but for the representation and civic engagement of Arizonans who will shape the next decade. Please use discernment when evaluating individuals for the Chair, knowing that their influence on our future will be great.

David Lujan, President and CEO of Children's Action Alliance and Director of the Arizona Center for Economic Progress - Beth Lewis, Director of Save Our Schools Arizona - Kendra Alvarez, Arizona State Director for National Redistricting Foundation

Maricopa
I am submitting comments to you today concerning your consideration of Robert Wilson of Flagstaff, a registered Independent, for a seat on the Arizona Redistricting Commission. I am speaking on behalf of the Board of Friends Of Flagstaff’s Future, a non-partisan, non-profit organization in Flagstaff.

We are a grassroots, multi-issue organization in Flagstaff whose mission is to achieve a sustainable, just and thriving Flagstaff through community education, engagement and advocacy.

We read with interest Mr. Wilson’s submitted statement on his application, particularly the paragraph where he mentions his connections to Friends of Flagstaff’s Future. This is an organization I personally have been affiliated with over the last 20 years and whose board I served on when Mr. Wilson was a member. I am currently serving another term on this board.

Mr. Wilson states that as a member of Friends of Flagstaff’s Future, “I was often met with preconceived bias about my political beliefs.” On the contrary Mr. Wilson’s political beliefs were unknown until he participated in the Speak Up Flagstaff group affiliated with the organization. During those meetings it was apparent that he came with a viewpoint that was opposed to most of the policies the organization was pushing for. He opposed our efforts to recycle plastic bags, establish a stronger energy code and protect open space. It appeared to us that Mr. Wilson joined our group to undermine our efforts to engage and educate the community about the issues we were advocating for.

Mr. Wilson also states in his application “the leadership of these organizations quickly learned that I am an open minded independent whose respect for diversity of opinion added significant value to their organization”. He did not add “significant value” to Friends of Flagstaff’s Future and the Board did not perceive him to be “open minded”. I consider Mr. Wilson’s participation in our organization to be divisive and an impediment to achieving our goals. Dealing with his ongoing efforts to thwart us were exhausting. Our experience with him continued for many months beyond his attendance at our events through his trolling behavior on our facebook page.

I urge you to not select him as the Independent Chairman of your Commission.

Marilyn J. Weissman
Board Member Friends of Flagstaff’s Future
Flagstaff, Arizona
January 14, 2021
I have now been a resident of Arizona for over 10 years and consider it extremely
Yavapai.

I believe rural Arizonans should be represented in this very important redistricting process.
Rob Wilson is the only independent candidate from rural Arizona. Rural Arizonans must be
represented.

I am a native of Flagstaff and have been a lawyer here for over 25 years. I have worked
with the legislature and have a long history of working with the legal community.

I implore each commissioner to strive today to select their chair based on true
ideals, not on political connections or personal biases.

I believe Robert Wilson would be an outstanding choice. He is very active in the community and would
bring a fresh perspective.

I want the IRC to draw fair districts that represent the will of the citizens. Rob Wilson has
been actively involved in the redistricting process and has a deep understanding of the issues.

I believe rural Arizonans should be represented in this very important redistricting process.

I strongly advocate that Robert Wilson is best qualified to represent those issues and
rural Arizona.

I have personal experience with Rob on committee for the Flagstaff Chamber of Commerce
and have worked closely with Rob Wilson for over 15 years on various civic causes in Northern Arizona.

I have now been a resident of Arizona for over 10 years and consider it extremely
Yavapai.

I believe rural Arizonans should be represented in this very important redistricting process.
Rob Wilson is the only independent candidate from rural Arizona. Rural Arizonans must be
represented.

I am a native of Flagstaff and have been a lawyer here for over 25 years. I have worked
with the legislature and have a long history of working with the legal community.

I implore each commissioner to strive today to select their chair based on true
ideals, not on political connections or personal biases.

I believe Robert Wilson would be an outstanding choice. He is very active in the community and would
bring a fresh perspective.

I want the IRC to draw fair districts that represent the will of the citizens. Rob Wilson has
been actively involved in the redistricting process and has a deep understanding of the issues.

I believe rural Arizonans should be represented in this very important redistricting process.

I strongly advocate that Robert Wilson is best qualified to represent those issues and
rural Arizona.

I have personal experience with Rob on committee for the Flagstaff Chamber of Commerce
and have worked closely with Rob Wilson for over 15 years on various civic causes in Northern Arizona.

I have now been a resident of Arizona for over 10 years and consider it extremely
Yavapai.

I believe rural Arizonans should be represented in this very important redistricting process.
Rob Wilson is the only independent candidate from rural Arizona. Rural Arizonans must be
represented.

I am a native of Flagstaff and have been a lawyer here for over 25 years. I have worked
with the legislature and have a long history of working with the legal community.

I implore each commissioner to strive today to select their chair based on true
ideals, not on political connections or personal biases.

I believe Robert Wilson would be an outstanding choice. He is very active in the community and would
bring a fresh perspective.

I want the IRC to draw fair districts that represent the will of the citizens. Rob Wilson has
been actively involved in the redistricting process and has a deep understanding of the issues.

I believe rural Arizonans should be represented in this very important redistricting process.

I strongly advocate that Robert Wilson is best qualified to represent those issues and
rural Arizona.
Arizona is a beautiful and unique state. We are 30 year residents of northern Arizona. We believe rural Arizonans should be represented in this very important redistricting process. As a fellow business owner in the Flagstaff area, I have come to know Mr. Wilson and have deduced that he is a fair and understanding, he listens to the concerns of those around him and is able to be specific about their complaints. You will see how shallow and partisan their motivations are. A true Independent must be selected to chair the IRC, otherwise confidence in the process will be quite literally the “first among equals.” They will be, by design, the tie-breaker vote.

We hope you will come together to serve the people of Arizona. It is vital to Arizona’s prosperity to include rural voices in the redistricting process. Wilson has made his political bias very clear in his social media. He is totally an unacceptable choice.

We have meet Robert Wilson and his wife while at their fantasy shooting range. He is a very dedicated person, I work out with him at the gym and have never seen him put in less than 100%, he is very driven. He volunteers in the community and supports those in need. He walks the talk, he is the right thing. He volunteers in the community and supports those in need. He is a good citizen, he gets things done. He is a problem solver. He is a true Independent.

We hope you will come together to serve the people of Arizona.

Respectfully Submitted, Drake Mitchell - Coconino
I believe rural Arizonans should be represented in this very important redistricting process. We can’t allow a lobbyist to be part of this crucial decision for our state. Thomas Loquvam, We can’t have an extremist Trump supporter to represent the independents in our state. Rob Wilson is a long-time independent and is the only rural person who is applying for the I want rural Arizona represented in the redistricting. I do not feel this candidate is able to make unbiased decisions I do not feel like this person is able to make unbiased decisions, and am concerned about Happy to support this candidate from Northern Az. I want an experienced leader/facilitator chairing this commission. Rob Wilson has

Rob Wilson is qualified to represent rural Az. When he said he didn’t watch the other interviews, why was his name/screen showing, northern arizona and maybe the navajo nation need their own district The Navajo nation need their own district His idea of having a “vision” of what and how the commission should operate is good...also The navajo nation own their district Our redistricting process in Arizona must be fair. That means our redistricting commission the navajo nation need their own district Erika Neuberg’s statement of interest, resume, and publications suggest that her goal is to I don’t think Robert Wilson would be a good candidate for this position. The navajo nation should have their own district rep I want an experienced leader/facilitator chairing this commission. Rob Wilson has I live in Payson and we have had no representation for our rural community. I heartily He’s done his research of past commission to help him understand what is required if he is He is a Trump supporting Republican.

I understand he is a Trump supporter. That is unacceptable. He is a lobbyist. I don’t believe Thomas Loquvam can be a good candidate for this position. I understand he is a lobbyist. This is unacceptable. I believe rural Arizonans should be represented in this very important redistricting process. I’ll be listening to the other 2 candidates dispassionately but of the 3 so far...this is a I do like that he has an “IT” background. As an career IT person (myself) I realize the I am very much in support of Mr. Rob Wilson as chair of the IRC.

The following 3 individuals should NOT be considered: The purpose of the redistricting commission was to limit political influence. Mr. Loquvam Conservative

I want the Commission to draw FAIR districts that represent the will of the citizens of 1. I want the commission to draw FAIR districts that represent the will of the citizens of ●One finalist, Robert Wilson, has a history of supporting exclusively Republican positions. Robert is a veteran, and a successful businessman. During his 22 years of military service I believe rural Arizonans should be represented in this very important redistricting process. He is on the extreme right wing. Not suitable. I want an experienced leader/facilitator chairing the commission. Rob Wilson numerous Mr Teesdale seems thoughtful, smart, flexible and knows technology. He is a lobbyist. Not appropriate for this position.
I believe rural Arizonans should be represented in this very important redistricting process. I believe rural Arizonans should be represented in this very important redistricting process. I believe rural Arizonans should be represented in this very important redistricting process.

In opposition

I vote for Neuberg

Doug Arnold

Bruce K. Misamore

Maricopa

I know Rob Wilson from our membership together in the Flagstaff Chamber of Commerce. I want my voice heard both now and when the IRC conducts outreach to Arizona citizens.

In support

Rural Arizonans need to be heard and have a voice and I believe Rob Wilson will deliver.

Ms. Nueberg is candid, smart and flexible. Her background in startups and leadership roles as well as being very open about judging the public testimony -- not one paid to lobby for special interests. We need a chairman who will not just hear the public, but ensure what the public says is reflected in the commission.

In support

The IRC Chair must be independent! We cannot accept a political professional with a personal agenda. Arizona is best served by a Chair who will listen to all Arizonans during redistricting. This person is not impartial please remove. We need a chairman who will not just hear the public, but ensure what the public says is reflected in the commission.

In opposition

Other/Neutral

I believe rural Arizonans should be represented in this very important redistricting process.

Independent candidate Rob Wilson is the single most competent, experienced, and respected person to serve in this role. He is not a professional political operative. Arizona likely will get a 10th congressional seat. I want that seat to represent rural Arizona. Rural Arizonans need to be heard and have a voice and I believe Rob Wilson will deliver.

Mr. Loquvam is a lobbyist--most certainly not independent. The IRC should be truly independent and Loquvam is a lobbyist- a clear indication he is not independent. I want the commission to draw FAIR districts that represent the will of the citizens of Arizona. This gentleman talks a lot, likes to give facts and figures, but I'm not sure he would be a capable candidate in the lineup. He has experience, knowledge and well collaborated results over a career with plenty of public service.

I wish NOT to vote for Wilson. I want to work with Rob Wilson I have complete confidence that he would fulfill his personal agenda. Arizona is best served by a Chair who will listen to all Arizonans during redistricting. This person is not impartial please remove. We need a chairman who will not just hear the public, but ensure what the public says is reflected in the commission.

I want my voice heard both now and when the IRC conducts outreach to Arizona citizens. I want the commission to draw FAIR districts that represent the will of the citizens of Arizona.

The IRC should be truly independent and Wilson has hosted rallies for president trump--a obvious prejudiced against Democrats. Teesdale and Carollo seem to be the most likely to be the most Independent of all the people who have been interviewed so far.

I want an experienced leader/facilitator chairing this commission. Rob Wilson has political leanings to either side. He also seems to be prepared professionally to know the issues involved and is an able speaker and able to work with people. Drawback is really it.JOAN MARIE HARRIS

I want my voice heard both now and when the IRC conducts outreach to Arizona citizens.

The IRC Chair must be independent! We cannot accept a political professional with a personal agenda. Arizona is best served by a Chair who will listen to all Arizonans during redistricting. This person is not impartial please remove. We need a chairman who will not just hear the public, but ensure what the public says is reflected in the commission.

This gentleman talks a lot, likes to give facts and figures, but I'm not sure he would be a capable candidate in the lineup. He has experience, knowledge and well collaborated results over a career with plenty of public service.

I want the commission to draw FAIR districts that represent the will of the citizens of Arizona. We need a chairman who will not just hear the public, but ensure what the public says is reflected in the commission.

I want my voice heard both now and when the IRC conducts outreach to Arizona citizens.

The IRC Chair must be independent! We cannot accept a political professional with a personal agenda. Arizona is best served by a Chair who will listen to all Arizonans during redistricting. This person is not impartial please remove. We need a chairman who will not just hear the public, but ensure what the public says is reflected in the commission.

This person is not impartial please remove. The IRC Chair must be independent! We cannot accept a political professional with a personal agenda. Arizona is best served by a Chair who will listen to all Arizonans during redistricting. This person is not impartial please remove. We need a chairman who will not just hear the public, but ensure what the public says is reflected in the commission.

This gentleman talks a lot, likes to give facts and figures, but I'm not sure he would be a capable candidate in the lineup. He has experience, knowledge and well collaborated results over a career with plenty of public service.

I want the commission to draw FAIR districts that represent the will of the citizens of Arizona. We need a chairman who will not just hear the public, but ensure what the public says is reflected in the commission.

I want my voice heard both now and when the IRC conducts outreach to Arizona citizens. The IRC Chair must be independent! We cannot accept a political professional with a personal agenda. Arizona is best served by a Chair who will listen to all Arizonans during redistricting. This person is not impartial please remove. We need a chairman who will not just hear the public, but ensure what the public says is reflected in the commission.

This person is not impartial please remove. The IRC Chair must be independent! We cannot accept a political professional with a personal agenda. Arizona is best served by a Chair who will listen to all Arizonans during redistricting. This person is not impartial please remove. We need a chairman who will not just hear the public, but ensure what the public says is reflected in the commission.

This gentleman talks a lot, likes to give facts and figures, but I'm not sure he would be a capable candidate in the lineup. He has experience, knowledge and well collaborated results over a career with plenty of public service.

I want the commission to draw FAIR districts that represent the will of the citizens of Arizona. We need a chairman who will not just hear the public, but ensure what the public says is reflected in the commission.

I want my voice heard both now and when the IRC conducts outreach to Arizona citizens. The IRC Chair must be independent! We cannot accept a political professional with a personal agenda. Arizona is best served by a Chair who will listen to all Arizonans during redistricting. This person is not impartial please remove. We need a chairman who will not just hear the public, but ensure what the public says is reflected in the commission.

This person is not impartial please remove. The IRC Chair must be independent! We cannot accept a political professional with a personal agenda. Arizona is best served by a Chair who will listen to all Arizonans during redistricting. This person is not impartial please remove. We need a chairman who will not just hear the public, but ensure what the public says is reflected in the commission.

This gentleman talks a lot, likes to give facts and figures, but I'm not sure he would be a capable candidate in the lineup. He has experience, knowledge and well collaborated results over a career with plenty of public service.
In support

In support

Maricopa

I approve his general comments, but it seems he could be considered some type of
debater.

She obviously understands data and economics which is very good. She is a small business
owner.

Having listened to the interviews of the candidates, my opinion is the committee would
need a true independent who is not a lobbyist.

I want rural Arizonans to be well represented during this redistricting process. With the
influence of outside money and power, it is critical to have an independent who can
facilitate fair decisions.

Linda Ross

Adelina M Zottola

Christine Rhodes

In opposition

There should be an equal representation of five republicans and five democrats since this
is the popular vote. I believe rural Arizonans should be represented in this very important
redistricting process.

Not independent.

He is a known trump supporter, not a true independent.

Mr. Loquvam is a registered lobbyist, which should automatically disqualify him. He also
expressed possessing personal strengths which would enable him to negotiate the stresses
of the Chairman's role.

I support Rob Wilson.

Find a true independent.

Oppose to choosing loquvam and Wilson. Please select a real independent.

Her answers show that she is EXACTLY what the IRC needs in its chair. I thought the
needs to start getting involved at a lower level.

I want the commision to draw FAIR districts that represent the will of the citizens of
Arizona. Thank you, Mark D.

Rob will help our districts be fair and not rigged for one party or the other.

We need a chairman who will not just hear the public, but ensure what the public says is
reflected in the final plans.

Find a true independent

I believe rural Arizonans should be represented in this very important redistricting process.

I have reason to believe that Robert Wilson will not be an INDEPENDENT, non-partisan
operator.

I want an experienced leader/facilitator chairing this commission. Rob Wilson has
executive background with several strong skill-sets necessary to fulfill the position which
I believe is unfounded.

She provides the diversity of youth, fresh perspective, and a second lady on
the committee. It is my perspective she would enhance the committee.

We need a commission that represents all interests.

As I watch the interviews, I believe the other four candidates are not cognizant of the fact
that rural Northern Arizona needs representation. As a registered voter and writer that resides
in rural Northern Arizona, I think the committee needs to truly independent who can
facilitate these critical decision-making times.

I want my voice heard both now and when the IRC conducts outreach to Arizona citizens.

I want the commision to draw FAIR districts that represent the will of the citizens of
Arizona.

The next chair must be truly independent so that the public can believe that the
commission does.

Why did Loquvam even make the cut? He is a professional lobbyist with no real
evidence to support his opinions.

The other people were not good answers, but I think it would be interesting to
have a person from the west side.

I believe the commission needs to maintain the public's trust.

I believe that the commission is not taking the public's needs into account.

Find a true independent

I believe rural Arizonans should be represented in this very important redistricting process.

I have been a supporter of the commission for much of the past decade.

I want to support Rob Wilson.

Brett Smith

Jimmie Benbrook

Paul.

Maricopa

Diane Carol Kase

Coconino

Terra Masias

Maricopa

Paul Weich

Maricopa

Jimmie Benbrook

Maricopa

Daryl Lynn Maitland

Pima

Paul Weich

Maricopa

Ruthann Albrighton

Maricopa

Jennifer Kuczora

Coconino

Edwin Valle

Maricopa

Paul Weich

Maricopa

Kevin Brown

Maricopa

Barbara Tellman

Pima

Diane W. McNealy

Yavapai

Gail Mann

Yavapai

Maricopa

Bruce Matsunaga

Maricopa

Adelina M Zottola

Maricopa

Dina Louise Riggs

Coconino

Geraldine Hills

Maricopa

Adelina M Zottola

Maricopa

Nelson Morgan

Maricopa

Ruthann Albrighton

Maricopa

Kevin Brown

Maricopa

Barbara Tellman

Pima

Diane W. McNealy

Yavapai

Gail Mann

Yavapai

Maria del Carmen

Gila

Bruce Matsunaga

Maricopa

Julie Burnett

Yavapai

Mark Love

Coconino

Nancy L Wighton

Maricopa

Suzanne Baird

Maricopa

Carol Winkus

Coconino

Suzanne Baird

Maricopa

Christine Rhodes

Coconise

Larry Batten

Yavapai

Mark Anthony

Coconino

Preston Korn

Coconino

Linda Ross

Maricopa

Jessica Coy

Coconino

Mohammad Jameel

Maricopa

Christine Rhodes

Coconise

Kathy D Batten

Yavapai

Richard Dobrez

Yavapai

Linda Ross

Maricopa

Ruthann Albrighton

Maricopa
I fully endorse Robert Wilson for chair of the IRC in Arizona. Thank you.

Mr. Wilson chose to hold a Trump campaign event at his private business, this alone should have disqualified him. I watched all five interviews: Teesdale...thinks he can run the comm like a business. Won't work.

Mary-Jeanne Fincher

She is qualified yet I worry about her ability to withstand controversy.

Robert is independent and a true Patriot! A perfect fit for Chairperson!

I believe rural Arizonans should be represented by someone who is unbiased in this very important redistricting process.

This man is a dangerous bigot and is trying to hide his bigoted tendencies. Do not confirm him for this commission!

Registered paid lobbyists have no place chairing bi-partisan redistricting committees. This would be disqualifying for obvious political bias.

I fully endorse Robert Wilson for chair of the IRC in Arizona. Thank you.

He is a 22 year Navy Veteran. I feel he would represent the citizens.

I support Bob Wilson for the commission. Flagstaff is the most populated area for voting maps that impact the selection of incompetent candidates...the likes of Andy Biggs, who is a notorious bigot. Such horrible representation of our beautiful state. Nationally, we need to make sure our representation is not diluted with objectionable candidates.

Arizona needs a chairman who will not just hear the public, but ensure what the public says is heard by the courts...very sad and unfair.

I do not get the impression that Mr. Wilson would be impartial and unbiased. With Teesdale as a close second. I researched all of the candidates before the interview.

I want my voice heard both now and when the IRC conducts outreach to Arizona citizens. I believe that process is broken.

Mr. Wilson operates from a high level background both in business and technology. He understands the challenges of redistricting.

Please accept my endorsement of Rob.err Wilson.

I fully support Robert.

I believe rural Arizonans should be represented by someone who is unbiased in this very important redistricting process.

Mary-Jeanne Fincher

This is the guy that needs the seat to protect our rights and give us a fair chance.

This woman outright admitted her bigotry against marginalized people by using the words, "I don't see people in Wheelchairs, I see people with dirt floors shows he has a lot more to learn about people different than him for this commission!

I am concerned that this candidate, who is a registered lobbyist, is not independent.

Robert Wilson has the experience we need having facilitated a great number of meetings Far too partisan (and in the wrong direction, in my opinion) for a role as important as this. Non-partisan is a very important ROLE for this Redistricting Commission...having donated to republican only candidates. No clear track record of neutrality.

I am concerned that this candidate, who is a registered lobbyist, is not independent.

This seems to have the background and temperament to be a mediator among no real comment other than to say coming from the wedding/floral industry and with little experience. This is the person who should be the facilitator for the commission.

I was concerned that this candidate, who is a registered lobbyist, is not independent.

Non-partisan is a very important role for this Redistricting Commission...having donated to republican only candidates. No clear track record of neutrality.

I do not get the impression that Mr. Wilson would be impartial and unbiased. With Teesdale as a close second. I researched all of the candidates before the interview.

I want my voice heard both now and when the IRC conducts outreach to Arizona citizens. I believe that process is broken.

Mr. Wilson operates from a high level background both in business and technology. He understands the challenges of redistricting.

Please accept my endorsement of Rob err Wilson.

Anna Cicero
Thank you for the opportunity to observe the interviews for selecting your Chairperson. I am highly alarmed that the 4 appointed members of the IRDC appear all white as did the Ms. Carollo did even not vote in 2016! She also does not consider herself a “political Very good interviews - the only “no” I have is Thomas Loquvam because he is a paid I support Rob and will continue to do so.

Thank you for this meeting session, but on the ranks from 1 to 5 on who the chairperson I believe rural Arizonans should be represented in this very important redistricting process.

Please give rural Arizona a voice
I believe rural Arizonans should be represented in this very important redistricting process.

Thomas Loquvam is a paid lobbyist and this is in opposition to Prop 106
Thomas Loquvam is a registered and paid lobbyist.
Rural Arizonans should be represented in this very important redistricting process and Bob Wilson is the best candidate as he is very familiar with rural Northern Arizona. We He held a Trump rally just a few months ago. Also have donated to republican presidential

Robert Steven Wilson hosted a campaign rally for President Trump a few months ago. I do I want the commission to draw FAIR districts that represent the will of the citizens of I believe Rob Wilson understands rural Arizonans. There is a huge difference in what’s As someone who is in Andy Bigg’s district and has had my voice discounted by my own I believe Mr. Teesdale is clearly the most qualified person to be the IRC Chair. He appears Please read: https://blogforarizona.net/liveblog-the-election-of-the-independent-

Mr. Wilson’s role in hosting a Trump Campaign rally should be an automatic
I support Megan Carollo for chair of the IRC.

This candidate provided inconsistent or evasive answers. First he confirmed that he had I vote against Erika Schupak Neuberg for chair of the IRC.

I am in support of selecting Gregory Teesdale as the chair of the AIRC because he has not How can Mr. Loquvam call himself INDEPENDENT and be a registered GOP lobbyist, be Mr. Loquvam’s affiliations with APS, Governor Ducey, and his registration as a lobbyist I oppose Thomas Loquvam for chair of the IRC.
Friendsips/close business contacts with partisan memberships on the board should I vote against Gregory Teesdale for chairman of the IRC. We want Robert Wilson for commissioner chair.
This is the first of many decisions about Arizona redistricting, and in many ways is the most I vote against Erika Schupak Neuberg for chair of the IRC.
Both of these candidates have partisan interests. Loquvam is currently a paid lobbyist and Loquvam’s professional ties to APS and parent company Pinnacle West, who have engaged While I was very impressed by Mr. Loquvam, I think his work and connections would I believe rural Arizonans should be represented in this very important redistricting process. She did not even participate in the 2016 democratic process. That should be an automatic I enthusiastically recommend Rob Wilson for the open Independent Redistricting